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Hector Berlioz was born in 1803 in La Cote Saint-Andre, a small town near the French Alps. His mother was a devout cathohok, and his father was a doctor. At the age of twelve, Berlioz discovered music. He became an experienced flautist, picked up a guitar, and then learned to play drums. As a teenager, Berlioz
suffered from isolation and bouts of uncontrollable mood swings. These dramas, combined with his fantasies of love and loss, provided Berlioz with the raw material for the work of his life. Berlioz left home for Paris to study medicine, but soon turned his attention to music. His father gave him time to prove himself in this
new endeavor, but his mother considered the theatrical ambitions sinful and renounced him. Dreams and passions In 1828 Paris buzzed with two sensations, Beethoven and Shakespeare. Beethoven's music established a romantic ideal; instead of writing the appropriate music into classical forms, Beethoven
reconfigured the symphony and orchestra staff to adapt his emotional expression. Berlioz couldn't get enough. Shakespeare, represented by Irish actress Harriet Smithson, forever changed berlioz's life. From the moment he saw her, he was obsessed. The symphony of fantasy is nothing more than Berlioz's extravagant
attempt to get Harriet's attention. The play begins with the listener presenting the vulnerable side of the main character, the artist. The object of the artist's love is represented by an elusive theme called fixing the idi - the object of fixation. Violins and flutes flirtatiously float through a charming melody. The noise of the rest
of the orchestra symbolizes the disappointment and despair of the artist. Terrible flashes alternate with moments of greatest tenderness. All this leads to a moment of complete madness and collapse. The symphony premiered in Paris in 1830. The reaction was mixed. The most offensive thing is that Harriet Smithson was
not present. The ball second movement invites us to the ball. Two harps lead a waltz as the music alternates between watching dancers and spying on an artist trying to get the attention of his lover. After the disappointment of the premiere, Berlioz decided to compete for the prestigious Prix de Rome. For the competition,
the entrants were given a melody and had to write a puffer (a form with very strict rules) on the spot. It took Berlioz four years to master the diabolical form, but finally he won. The Prize of Rome brought Berlioz the national recognition he craved, as well as a grant for training for two years in Rome. Scenes in the fields
While in Italy, Berlioz explored the musical landscape of the countryside and continued to polish the symphonies of fantasy. The third fiction of the Symphony opens with an echo from Berlioz's childhood: the sound of the caucherd melody. Berlioz uses a huge orchestra to create a sense of time pausing that intimacy can
bring. This movement was the most difficult to compose for Berlioz. Music is always just with jealousy raging, which arise when the artist sees his beloved with someone else. By 1832, Berlioz had returned to Paris and decided to win public opinion with a new version of the symphony of fantasy. He organized the second
premiere. Meanwhile, Harriet Smithson was no longer the favourite in Paris and was deeply in debt. Berlioz sent her tickets to the best seats in the house for the premiere. The march on Ashfoth in the fourth movement of Berlioz begins to reveal the truly sinister side of his imagination. The program notes: The artist,
knowing, without any doubt, that his love does not return, poisons himself with opium. The drug immerses him in a dream accompanied by the most terrible visions. The first of these visions is the March on the scaffold. In it, the artist is executed for the murder of his lover. The march echoes the sound of real life bands
that will accompany the convicts to their execution. The military group accompanies the prisoner to the enthusiastic exclamations of strings. At the last moment of his life, the artist thinks of his lover. Its theme begins, but is truncated with the blade of the guillotine. The artist's head bounces down the steps, the drums roll
and the crowds roar. The Witch's Dream 'Saturday Fifth Movement' is a satanic dream. The artist sees himself among a terrible crowd of sorcerers and monsters gathered for his funeral. The air is filled with strange groaning, bursts of laughter, shouting and echoing. Suddenly, the artist's lover appears as a witch, her
subject is distorted into an evil parody. A huge church bell begins to call back the ringing of death. Bassuins and tuba bark from Dies Irae - traditional funeral chants. The orchestra is divided into commands to adopt a sinister ritual. The groaning theme from the very beginning of the movement turns into a cheerful black
Saturday dance. Form of Fugue dance - After struggling to master the form for the Prix de Rome, Berlioz chose a puffer to present his vision of hell. The music is whipping into a frenzy as it carries the artist's soul to his curse. His beloved gloats over the stage. Such an end has never been heard before. At the end of the
second premiere, the audience erupted in applause. Harriet Smithson finally realized that the symphony of fantasy was about her. She agreed to accept Berlioz. Hector and Harriet began to act in reality that the symphony fantasies only themselves. He started looking after her, and then he did something desperate. From
his pocket, Berlioz made a vial containing a lethal dose of opium. Before Smithson's eyes, he swallowed it. She became hysterical and agreed to marry him. Then, conveniently, he produced the antidote from another pocket and swallowed it. After their recovery, Hector Berlioz and Harriet Smithson married in 1833. In the
end, Smithson and Berlioz separated, but he always took care of her. They are buried together in Montmartre Cemetery. With Symphony Berlioz entered his artistic maturity. The love teenager became an artist who won the heart of his fixation. The deliberate intention to draw creative inspiration from the composer's own
homeland is known as Kew. Which of the following is not typical of romanticism? Interest in the exotics and pastIndence on balance and clarity structureA fascination with fantasyAnti enthusiasm for the culture of the Middle Ages Emphasis on the balance and clarity of the structures of nonprogram music is also known as
music. Today's film ratings can be seen as examples of Kew. Romanticism, as a stylistic period in Western music, spanned years. A very important musical part of every middle-class home in the romantic period was Kew. Music designed to play before and during the play to set the mood for scenes or highlight the
dramatic action known as Kew. Chopin's revolutionary Study develops the pianist, because the left hand has to play fast passes in everything. A.S. is an instrumental composition in several movements based to some extent on a literary or picturesque idea. The question reflects Berlioz's love for actress Harriet Smithson.
The fourth part of Berlioz's Fantastic Symphony depicts a march to Kew. Because of the French Revolution and the S., many aristocrats could no longer afford to maintain private opera houses, orchestras and composers in residence. The libretto for The Ring of Nibelung was written by______________. At the age of
twenty-one he began to study the theory of music. When the music conservatories were founded, __________were were initially accepted only as performance students, but by the end of the 1800s could study music composition. Contrasting episodes of Berlioz's Fantastic Symphony are combined with a repetition of a
theme known as the______________. Mendelssohn is known as the man who revived interest in Kew's music. Changing the nature of the melody by changes in dynamics, orchestration or rhythm is a romantic technique known as Kew. Leaf created Kew, a one-vector orchestral composition based to some extent on a



literary or pictorial idea. Critics have often been scandalized by the subject of Verdi's operas, because they seemed to be pandering to the z. z. slow, lyrical, intimate composition for piano, associated with the evening and night, is th. Drawing creative inspiration from the cultures of the lands, a foreign composer known as
Kew. Until the age of thirty-six, Franz Liszt toured Europe as a virtuoso. Wagner's award was such that the opera house was built in Kew, solely for the performances of his musical dramas. In Mendelssohn's movement for violin, at the end of the development section as a transition to a recapitulation. The form of Erlking
is the composer who had the overwhelming influence on the young Wagner was Kew. The German master recommended Dvorak's music to his own publisher, which led to the rapid spread of Dvorak's fame. Schubert was many years old when he composed the song Ernkunig written on a poem by Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe. A slight hold or pressing forward tempo in music known as Kew. _____________.
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